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To mark what would have been his 100th birthday, 
the Neue Galerie Graz has dedicated an exhibition to 
the Austrian sculptor Josef Pillhofer, highlighting the 
significance of his work while also showing it from a 
new perspective. It explores how form and content 
are intertwined in his drawings and sculpture, in the 
line, surface, space and body. The show encourages 
us to focus on the essentials—not to be dazzled by 
shiny surfaces, but instead to immerse ourselves in 
the potential of multiple viewing angles and in the 
depth of a detail.



from 2 to 3

Josef Pillhofer’s work evolves from 
2 to 3 dimensions, as an interplay 
between the realistic capture of viv-
idness and a construction reduced 
to the essential. Pillhofer’s diverse 
oeuvre allows us to study in detail 
the fundamental elements that give 
shape to a sculpture. At the same 
time, its development reveals how 
the process of reflection leads from a 
breadth of content into a concentra-
tion of form. Josef Pillhofer does not 
seek to convey information, but rather 
demonstrates how thoughts can be 
clarified, condensed and deepened 
in concentration. The process itself 
is the path towards focusing on the 
essence of the structure that is to be 
captured. This is why it was impossi-
ble for Pillhofer to formulate a theme, 
since this would only emerge over 
the course of each engagement, very 
often based on intuition. 

The initial starting-point is the human 
figure as worked on by Fritz Wotruba 
with his students in the legendary 
‘Wotruba class’ at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Vienna, which Josef 
Pillhofe   r attended from 1946 to 1950. 
Torso (Erinnerung an Delphi/In 
Remembrance of Delphi) is the name 
Josef Pillhofer gave to the small plas-
ter sculpture he produced in 1948/49. 

was important, but instead a steadi-
ness in exploring all possibilities. Thus 
for all of his life the study of nature 
remained an important source for his 
reflections on formal notions.

Stone, bronze, sheet metal, wood and 
plaster are the chief materials Josef 
Pillhofer used in his search for suit-
able media. How far can you reduce 
and vary a form while still seeing it as 
a head? 
In 1950, Pillhofer travelled to Paris on 
a scholarship. He studied under Ossip 
Zadkine, met Constantin Brâncuşi 
and got to know Alberto Giacometti. 
His acceptance of the non-objective 
in sculpture set him apart from his 
Viennese teacher Fritz Wotruba, who 
visited him in Paris.

The relationship between sculpture 
and space becomes especially clear in 
his fragile sheet metal sculptures. The 
folded shapes appear simple, the rela-
tionship between inside and outside, 
between supporting and suspended 
surfaces, looks almost natural. All of 
these works are bent from a single 
piece of sheet metal, which means 
that if one were to pull the shapes 
apart one surface would remain, still 
closed as a form. A number of graphic 
artworks in bright colours give an 
impression of these forms as a sur-
face. In the larger formats, the impor-

This is a body fragmented into organic 
forms beyond recognition, supported 
by a plinth. Wilfried Skreiner, art his-
torian and former head of Neue Gale-
rie Graz, identified it as the first 
abstract sculpture in Austria, with 
which Pillhofer emancipated himself 
from the Wotruba class. From an 
external viewpoint, the form remains 
abstract; from the artist’s inner per-
spective, it is the reduction of a body 
to the condensation of a memory. In 
Erinnerung an das Neuberger Müns-
te r/In Remembrance of the Neuberg 
Minste    r, a comparison between the 
abstract bronze and the drawings of 
the Gothic building reveals what 
‘memory’ could mean. In his intensive 
examination, Pillhofer was fascinated 
by individual structures, which he cap-
tured, extracted and separated within 
their proportions. Memory is an 
excerpt from reality that leaves it at 
the moment of isolation. Hence 
Pillhofe   r never spoke of abstraction, 
but rather of reduction—that is, the 
omission of everything that to him 
seemed insignificant. He saw the 
abstract as only a concept of formal 
quality, its meaning just as important 
as the real or nature itself. Through-
out his life, his approach consistently 
gave each of these areas an equal 
weight. For him, it was not the devel-
opment of a formal language in the 
sense of chronological progress that 

tance of light and shadow becomes 
evident. It is clearly visible that 
besides surface and space, positive 
and negative form, light also plays a 
key role in the effect produced.  
Shadow, like the reflection of finely 
brushed surfaces, is an equal part of 
the work. Some drawings indicate the 
importance of shadow in Pillhofer’s 
work—it is often only as a result of 
the black surface that the shape of 
the structure becomes spatially con-
ceivable.  

Josef Pillhofer cited his passion and 
enthusiasm for the vivid and descrip-
tive, for landscape and the human fig-
ure as the reason for his work. In a 
direct examination he explored what 
he saw, but did not come to a satis-
factory representation, since nature 
can never be depicted one-to-one. 
Only in reduction did the essence of 
the perceived reveal itself to him. It 
was for him central to focus on the 
imperatives of the formal, for in this 
way he found those simple and clear 
forms that were more ‘vivid and 
descriptive’ to him. So it was that a 
landscape or a body could emerge into 
a clear form, taking on a life of its own 
as a non-objective sculpture.

Jan Tabaka was a famous actor and 
co-founder of TEATR GARDZIENICE 
when Susanna Pillhofer became a 



member of their ensemble. In 1989 
they founded the THEATER TANTO 
together, subsequently enjoying inter-
national success from Vienna. Josef 
Pillhofer was impressed by his daugh-
ter and son-in-law’s productions. 
Body, expression, dance, acrobatics, 
music, text and stage design formed a 
unity in their carefully composed per-
formances. Josef Pillhofer designed 
and realised a large stage set on a 
four-metre long wall for the play Sara-
chi/Brachland in 2001. For the ensem-
ble’s tours he designed mobile stage 
elements made of wood, also provid-
ing works of art. In special cases, 
these could then also be suspended 
from the ceiling.

Since his studies at the Academy of 
Fine Arts, Josef Pillhofer was inter-
ested in the human figure. The expres-
sion of its movement in space is espe-
cially evident in his series of African 
dancers. Vivacity is created through 
the relationship between the strokes, 
proportion remains the central key to 
understanding.

A catalogue accompanies the 
exhibition.

www.josefpillhofer.at



‘You don’t always have to believe 
everything about current trends. 

They are important and they show 
us many things, but they should 

be viewed critically.’

 ‘Life and art—there is not much 
difference. Combining the two 

is something wonderful.’


